As systems designers, integrators and engineers GE provides solutions in the fields of:
- Power generation
- Electric propulsion
- Podded propulsion
- Control & automation
- Dynamic position control
- Drilling drives and control

Visor Asset Management completes GE’s unique integrated systems solution, improving productivity & availability through:
- Total situational awareness
- Continuous logging & online expert support
- Advanced decision making support
- Intelligent alarm & incident response
- Predictive maintenance

Visor Asset Management covers three offerings:
- Visor Connect
- Visor Insight
- Ad Visor

The pillars of Visor Asset Management are:
- Remote connection
- Monitoring & recording of asset health
- Visualization of data
- Analysis of data
- Diagnostics
- Advisory tools

Visor Connect
- Visor Connect, as part of Power Conversion equipment, provides a safe and secure remote connection to our integrated systems, or standalone products through a unified interface.
- Users can access Power Conversion remote experts 24/7 from anywhere in the world
- GE’s remote experts can monitor applications, logged data and HMI’s to provide instant trouble-shooting and advice
  - Improved availability
  - Supporting crew and operations

Visor Insight
- Total situational awareness
- Visualize

Ad Visor
- Analytics & advisory
Visor Insight
Visor Insight provides users with total situational awareness across Power Conversion's unique integrated system.

The system contributes to improved decision-making accuracy and response time.

Visor Insight provides:
- Site profile overview
- Expanded site plans
- Link to integrated CCTV
- Alarm/incident response management

User-configurable operational dashboards facilitate decision-making on site – or remotely - providing visibility of asset health and performance data for effective site and fleet management:
- Improved productivity
- Supporting operational effectiveness
- Streamlines response procedures
- Enhancing workflow management

A unique real-time data distribution system featuring:
- Comprehensive displays
- Multi-touch user interface
- Shared whiteboard
- Hand-held units

Ad Visor
Completing Visor Asset Management is Ad Visor.

Ad Visor provides lifecycle management capability through prognostic and advisory tools for electrical machines, drives and process equipment.

Ad Visor rotating machine prognostics provides complete machine health status and advice.

The system monitors vibration data from accelerometers combined with intelligent electrical signature analysis of current and voltage data.
- Featuring 12 high speed channels
- Prognostic and advisory alerts can be local - or remote (through Visor Connect)
  - Alerts by SMS/email
  - User-friendly visualization of machine health
- Ad Visor fully integrates with Visor Connect and Visor Insight
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